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Abstract 
Proceedings of a Planning Session involving BASIC Directors, Bifrost-Riverton Councillors and 

other BASIC stakeholders held on January 6, 2017:  
 Facilitated by Tammy Dziadek, Community Futures East Interlake; 

 Report Preparation by Pat McCallum, Bifrost Agricultural Sustainability Community Services 
Cooperative Inc. 

Bifrost Agricultural Sustainability Community Services Cooperative Inc. 

 

B  A  S  I  C 
 



EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY 

On January 6, 2017 the Bifrost Agricultural Sustainability Community Services Cooperative 

(BASIC) held a Strategic Planning Session in the Central Interlake Training Centre in Arborg, 

Manitoba.  Attendees included BASIC Directors and Staff, Municipality of Bifrost-Riverton 

Councillors, Manitoba Agriculture representatives, the Interlake MLA and other BASIC 

stakeholders.  (List of attendees included as Appendix A) 

Prior to attending the Planning Session, invitees were asked to complete a survey about BASIC’s 

challenges and issues, strengths and weaknesses. Preliminary results of the survey were 

reported.  (Complete survey results are reported in Appendix B.)   

BASIC’s Vision and Mission were outlined:   

VISION – “Bifrost is seen as a Centre of Excellence for successful water and crop management in 

excess moisture conditions.” 

MISSION – “Creating economic opportunities and protecting a healthy environment for the 

Municipality of Bifrost-Riverton through sustainable water management.” 

The first part of the session consisted of a “Report Card” summarizing BASIC’s activities to date 

including the completion of 22 miles of drainage rehabilitation and 228 miles of surveys.  

Bifrost-Riverton completed 12 miles of drainage rehabilitation during 2016.  The cost of the 

actual drainage rehabilitation, including culverts, was just over $400,000 and was paid by the 

Municipality.  Due to a late start on BASIC operations, only $191,000 of a $416,000 budget was 

spent for the period ending October 31st, leaving an amount of $225,000 unspent.  

Following the “Report Card” several presentations were made offering a “blueprint for the 

future” which summarized preliminary plans for 2017, including: 

• The municipality of Bifrost-Riverton is being asked to pass a by-law allowing for a levy on 

farmland of $4 million to be initiated for the purpose of drainage. 

• Growing Forward 2 has been asked to allow BASIC to transfer a portion of funds that 

were budgeted for in 2016 and that were not spent due to a late start, in order to 

increase the Agronomy research and equipment budgets.  Approval is pending. 

• Lobbying efforts are underway to involve the Federal and Provincial Governments in 

identifying and acquiring additional funding in order to develop a workable partnership 

and a multi-year plan that will resolve the area’s drainage and water management 

issues and serve as a model for other regions. 

• Work is on-going to investigate and approach a variety of potential funding sources for 

drainage in general as well as specific projects which may qualify for separate granting 

programs. 

• The Agronomy Committee is partnering with Prairies East Sustainable Agricultural 

Initiative (PESAI) and commodity groups to undertake excess-moisture trials. 



• The Stewardship Committee’s main focus is to address erosion control in ditches and 

drains by researching different methods. 

 

Following the Report Card and Blueprint presentations, attendees were broken into four groups 

which then circulated to four separate “brainstorming stations” – i.e.  Water Management, 

Stewardship, Agronomy and Special Projects.  As each group visited each station, they were 

presented with detailed information, maps and other material that described plans and asked 

for comments, suggestions and concerns.  Comments were documented and reported back to 

the group as a whole for further discussion.  In addition, there was a demonstration of LIDAR 

survey results that will be made available on a fee-for-service basis. 

In conclusion, BASIC’s Vision and Mission were revisited and it was agreed that no changes are 

recommended to either. 

 

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 

BASIC Chairman, Brian Johnson welcomed those present and invited everyone to introduce 

themselves.  (Attendees listed in Appendix A)  He then introduced Facilitator, Tammy Dziadek, 

Manager of Community Futures East Interlake.  

 

VISION / MISSION 

Tammy presented the BASIC Vison:  

“Bifrost is seen as a Centre of Excellence for successful water and crop management in excess 

moisture conditions.” 

The Mission is: 

“Creating economic opportunities and protecting a healthy environment for the Municipality of 

Bifrost-Riverton through sustainable water management.” 

No comments were made and no changes recommended.  It was agreed that the Vision and 

Mission would be revisited at the end of the Planning Session to determine if the presentation 

and discussion would lead to recommended changes. 

 

 

 



SURVEY RESULTS 

Preliminary Survey results were summarized and it was agreed that attendees who did not 

complete a survey be asked to do so and that results be included in this report once more 

people have responded.  Final results including all responders’ comments, are included as 

Appendix B. 

 

REPORT CARD 

Chairman Brian Johnson gave the following report on activities to the end of December, 2016: 

• A Federal-Provincial grant paid the costs of the KGS Study and LIDAR surveying. 

• The KGS Study is complete and although it provided some useful data, the lack of 

consultation with stakeholders and the quality of the analysis were very disappointing.  

Rather than using market numbers for the analysis, consultants used insurance loss 

numbers which do not reflect true economic impacts. 

• LIDAR data will be very helpful to individual farmers and to the Municipality for 

planning. 

• The $1 million Growing Forward 2 Federal Provincial Grant, which runs from April 1, 

2016 to March 31, 2018, is intended to develop the infrastructure required to 

rehabilitate 220 miles of drainage infrastructure and to test innovative cropping 

methods to determine their success in excess moisture conditions.  The Grant was 

conditional on a local contribution of $4 million from owners of farmland in Bifrost-

Riverton. 

• BASIC will ask the Municipality to approve new wording for the farmer levy. 

• To the end of the October 31, 2016 funding period, BASIC spent $191,260 of a total 

available budget of $416,536.  BASIC has requested that the unspent balance of 

$225,276 be reallocated.  Part of the balance is to be moved to future time periods and 

in addition, the Agronomy budget is to be increased from $35,000 to $100,000 in order 

to fund trials of crops in excess moisture conditions.  Further, it is requested that an 

amount of $17,622 be transferred into the equipment budget to increase the irrigation 

capacity at PESAI.  We are awaiting approval of these requests. 

• Budget numbers will be augmented by significant donations-in-kind contributed by 

Bifrost-Riverton staff, Board members’ time and the donations of time, equipment and 

materials related to the various trials that will be undertaken. 

• The Municipality spent slightly over $400,000 in 2016 to pay for BASIC coordinated 

drainage rehabilitation and culverts.  In addition, it contributed an amount of $18,000 in 

gifts-in-kind and $250,000 in its normal annual drainage budget. 

• BASIC completed 22 miles of drainage rehabilitation; the Municipality completed 12 

miles; 228 miles of surveys were completed. 



BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE 

Funding 

Eric Fridfinnson, BASIC Secretary gave the following presentation: 

• In order to attract new funding sources to support BASIC it is necessary to have 

significant local support.  Approval of the Farmers’ Levy will provide this support. 

• When an announcement is made about Federal infrastructure funds, BASIC intends to 

be “shovel ready” and be ready to apply. 

• Efforts will be made to improve fish habitats.  Funding will be sought from the Federal 

Government which funds up to 90% of approved projects. 

• The Federation of Canadian Municipalities will also be approached for funding. 

• The possibility of receiving additional funding from the Provincial Department of 

Agriculture (continuation of Growing Forward beyond March 31, 2018?) and of the 

Provincial Department of Sustainable Development is also being explored. 

• The Federal Government is talking about making the next generation of climate change 

a priority and this could provide funding opportunities. 

• A letter has been written to The Honourable Jim Carr, Federal Minister of Natural 

Resources describing BASIC and requesting a meeting to discuss partnering and funding.  

It is hoped to have both Federal and Provincial representatives at the meeting and, with 

this in mind, copies of the letter were also sent to: 

o James Bezan, MP, Selkirk-Interlake 

o Terry Duguid, MP, Winnipeg South 

o Cathy Cox, Manitoba Minister of Sustainable Development 

o Ralph Eichler, Manitoba Minister of Agriculture 

o Derek Johnson, MLA, Interlake 

o Jeff Wharton, MLA, Gimli 

o Jon Gerrard, MLA, Winnipeg South 

• Through this lobbying we intend to make the key players aware of what BASIC is doing, 

involve them in the development of a partnership to help us navigate a very complex 

system, attract funding and outline the economic and environmental impacts of 

establishing a sustainable, efficient and comprehensive drainage program. 

 

Water Management 

Water Management Committee Chair, Brian Johnson invited those present to visit Kyle and Ken 

Stadnek in the breakout station to examine maps of preliminary 2017 work plans and to 

express their suggestions, comments and concerns.  He went on to say that BASIC understands 

that in order to accomplish all the work needed to be done by the Province, the Federal 

Government and the Municipality, it will require a multi-year plan and that the Growing 



Forward 2 Grant, the drainage work done in 2016 and what’s planned for 2017 is only step one 

of this major undertaking.  BASIC will develop an ideal plan and partnerships that will put 

together the resources that are needed over the long term, including the $4 million levy, the 

Growing Forward 2 Grant and other funding that is yet to be determined.  

In the shorter term, BASIC is working with the Province to develop a Memorandum of 

Understanding that will enable BASIC to fast-track licensing of uncomplicated drainage 

rehabilitation applications. 

Water Management Breakout Station –  

Maps that were displayed included:   Map 1 - Possible 2017 Projects;   Map 2 - Third Order 

Drains by Priority; and  Map 3 - Hindered Miles by Third Order Drains.  Maps are included in 

Appendix C.  

The listing of Priorities that was displayed at the breakout station follows: 

Provincial Road Ditches: 

• Province needs to continue with lowering and installing culverts in Provincial Roads.  

Where required: 

o PR 329 

o PR 222 

o JCT. PTH #68 at PTH #8. (This would divert water away from Magnusville). 

 

Cross Boundary Drainage: 

Increased licensing upstream has resulted in more flow in Bifrost drains and Provincial 

drains – R.M. of Fisher; Armstrong. 

 

Icelandic River: 

• Study & survey needs to be done to see how much mouth of the river has silted in. 

 

Washow Bay Extension: 

• Allows water to be diverted from Icelandic River. 

• Possible extension would reduce water flow into Fisher River reducing the chance of 

flooding at Peguis & Fisher River. 

 

Wet Land Creation: 

• Program needs to be continued – makes it possible for farmers to retain water for a 

bit then release when down-stream can handle it. 

 

Licensing Process: 

• More enforcement for illegal drainage, non-compliance of conditions. 

• Larger fines to discourage illegal drainage. 



• Less plea-bargaining.  If you have been fined for illegal drainage, you should pay for 

all – not less. 

 

Access to Municipal Surveys: 

• RM should be able to access these surveys instead of paying to get a new survey 

done. 

 

Spring Run-off Charts: 

• Every RM was done in 1970-80. 

• Every mile drainage flows were charted. 

• Up-grades thru’ 1990’s, 

• Where are these maps? 

• BASIC is now in the process of re-doing these maps. 

 

Attendees’ comments made during their visits to the Drainage breakout sessions included: 

 

• Obtaining Licenses is Priority #1 

• Identifying Projects is Priority #1 (#2) 

• Funding 

• Consent from Landowners 

• Who will own LIDAR once converted? 

• Need for economic analysis 

• THIRD ORDER DRAINS NEED WORK! 

• Pilot project managed by BASIC or local 3rd party to do drainage to reduce costs – 

“possible carrot”. 

• “Unique” agreement with Province that meets both parties’ needs – Provincial & 

Municipal. 

 

Following the breakout sessions, Ken Stadnek, Drainage Consultant, made the following 

comments during the group discussions: 

  

a. Improving Provincial drains allows municipal drains to be improved-  increase 

capacity and increase velocity with steeper grade line. 

b. Once Provincial drains are done and municipal ditches are improved farmers can 

make better field drains. 

c. Many of the Provincial drains in the Municipality were constructed in the 1970’s and 

80’s.  Old standards were used. Land use has changed since then – more grain land 

than pasture; bush resulting in quicker run-off. 

d. New laws do not allow for spraying as in previous years. 

e. Mowing program is not to the extent that it was years ago. 



f. Higher Lake Wpg. water levels results in water back-up into drains entering the lake. 

g. Previous pumping stations no longer exist, eg. Progress Drain; one mile north of 

Riverton. 

h. Is there a possibility to share drainage rehabilitation costs with other nearby 

municipalities because of the benefits that they will see? 

 

Agronomy Committee 

 

Chairman David King gave the following report about the Agronomy Committee’s plans: 

 

 Under Growing Forward 2, part of the funding includes field research to be done in 2016/17 

and 2017/2018 with $30,000 allocated per year plus the capital cost allowance of $20,000 in 

the first year. 

 

In 2016 work was done at the PESAI site with canola, flax and sunflowers.  These trials were 

meant to see the crops’ performance under water-stressed environment.  It was quickly 

learned that the supply of water to the irrigation equipment was inadequate.  We realized that 

the irrigation capacity has to be upgraded so $37,000 was earmarked for the upgrade. 

 

When it came to discussion on the actual research, the first topic that came to mind was excess 

moisture and how to be more agronomically viable in these situations.  A lot of research has 

been done on cropping under drought and semi-drought conditions in Western Canada, but as 

yet no research has been done in cropping in excess water conditions.  This is despite the fact 

that the number one reason for crop loss in Manitoba and Saskatchewan is excess moisture. 

 

We have an opportunity to approach the problem head-on.  The PESAI site is the logical choice 

to pursue the research that is to be done.  It has some irrigation capacity, is partly tile drained 

and is situated on clay soil.  At this site, we would like to see innovative production techniques 

and technologies examined and variety evaluations take place.  An example of varietal research 

that we would like to see done is research into how various varieties can handle excess 

moisture.  We know differences exist but we would like to see the differences quantified.  

Research that is being considered includes:  Canola; Wheat/Barley; Corn; Soybeans: Oats: and 

Flax/Sunflower. 

 

If this project is to move forward, we recognize that we need to rent more land at the PESAI site 

to handle the extra plot space required, as well as to act as a buffer zone between the plots and 

the active farm operation that takes place right next to the site.  The long-term vision is to seek 

out funding to be able to purchase this land. 

 

There are many possibilities and implications related to the research that could be done and 

because of this, the vision for the project grew significantly.  Resources are limited, however we 



believe that it will be possible to bring the commodity groups on board and that their 

involvement is the most effective way to move the project forward.  We have applied to 

Growing Forward 2 to allocate a portion of unspent funds and split the resulting $100,000 

budget into six separate varietal projects involving the commodity groups.  The commodity 

groups know the importance of this research and their involvement at the forefront of it would 

carry the research forward, perhaps into the next Growing Forward program anticipated in 

2018.  BASIC’s vision is for the site is to become a “Centre of Excellence” where Government 

departments, supported by commodity groups, carry out leading agricultural research 

regarding cropping in excess moisture conditions. 

 

Like it or not, the climate has changed and we need to adapt to it.  This adaptation can be 

carried out a lot more effectively and faster with the proper research in place.   If this research 

is not done in Arborg, it will be done in another town and we have a unique opportunity to 

develop a renowned research site right here.   

 

The success of achieving BASIC’s vision is largely dependent on our ability to reallocate unspent 

money from the 2016 Growing Forward 2 budget into this project.  We anxiously await a 

decision on our request.  

 

 Comments made at the Agronomy breakout station included: 

 

• Bringing in commodity groups is very positive. 

• $100,000 reallocation -  find it elsewhere if Growing Forward does not approve. 

• Like the projects & research – surprized about what’s being done – more of it 

encouraged. 

• Project can be used in all of Manitoba – bigger than just the Interlake – Promote. 

• Fit with Federal/Provincial mandate – new markets, products, crops – value added. 

• Need to look at crops to build soil profile. 

• Need feedback to PESAI as to how their research should be presented to local 

farmers – education/promotion is needed. 

• Approach seed companies for their interest in project. 

 

 

Stewardship Committee 

 

Stewardship Committee Chair, Ernie Weik gave the following report: 

 

• The main role of the Stewardship Committee is to encourage land management 

practices that maintain a healthy ecosystem and improve agricultural practices including 

water quality and soil erosion. 



• Our main focus is to work with farmers to conduct erosion control trials and identify 

best practices for minimizing erosion that occurs between the field and the ditch as well 

as in the ditches themselves. 

• In relation to field to ditch erosion control, we want to conduct a minimum of 8 trials…… 

at least 2 each using: 

• Rocks 

• Grass varieties 

• Erosion control blanket with grass seed 

• Culvert with trap 

• When it comes to erosion in the ditches themselves, we are getting a variety of grass 

seeds donated and we will test them in 2017 to see which varieties work best in which 

soil types. We’ll then be able to make recommendations to the Municipality for their on-

going maintenance. 

• We are looking for volunteers to conduct trials in different areas.  Interested volunteers 

were asked to contact members of the Stewardship Committee - either Ernie Weik, 

Barry Magnusson, Melvyn Eyolfson or Armand Belanger.  

• Looking for donations, for example, rocks. Information on the size of rocks will be 

communicated to prospective rock donors.   

• Will be borrowing or renting the equipment needed for the trials.  

• According to the terms of the Growing Forward Grant we received for BASIC, we are 

required to contribute “in-kind” donations and the Committee will keep track of the 

hours and the items that are donated to ensure that required levels are met. 

 

Comments made during the Stewardship breakout session included: 

 

• R.M. should enforce regulations about erosion into ditches. 

• Grass buffers around drains. 

• Mechanical bulrush control in 3rd order drains. 

• Spraying? 

• Cost to meet standards is an issue. 

• Understanding how to do maintenance effectively in different areas. 

• Cost to Municipality to fix problem – fines go to Province not municipalities.  

Municipalities can fix and charge land owner. 

• Public awareness campaign needed – regarding by-laws etc. 

• Issues with right-of-way usage. 

• Government/provincial partnership. 

 

 

 

 



Special Projects: 

 

The fourth breakout session was designed to encourage comments and suggestions for Special 

Projects that should be undertaken and for which BASIC may be able to apply for project-

specific funding. 

 

The list of projects identified by BASIC were: 

 

BIFROST DRAINS UPGRADED SINCE 2002: 

• North Crooked Lake Drain 

• South Crooked Lake Drain 

• Blue Goose Drain 

OTHER  PR0JECTS 

• Pump(s) at Progress Drain  

• Pumps at other Drains ? 

• PTH #68 north to Icelandic River 

• Fish Habitat Improvements  

THIRD ORDER DRAINS REQUIRING RECONSTRUCTION  

BY PRIORITY 

1. Drunken River 

• Starting at Marina to 1 mile west of PTH #8 

 

2. Washow Bay Drain 

• Resurvey & cross section/design to 2017 standard 

• Survey & design for additional drain to west edge of Municipality 

 

3. North Crooked Lake 

• Finish remaining mile of reconstruction along PR 326 

 

4. Silver Drain 

• Survey & design to 2017 standard 

• Possible diversion project to direct water away from Arborg 

• RM of Armstrong is draining more water into it than in the past 

 

5. Vidir Road Drain 

• Survey & design to 2017 standard 

 



6. Sylvan Drain 

• Survey & design to 2017 standard 

 

7. Petrachek Drain 

• Resurvey & design to 2017 standard 

 

8. Angle Drain 

• Survey & design from junction of Washow Bay to 27-25-3E 

 

9. Bump Drain 

• Resurvey & design to 2017 standard from junction of Washow Bay drain west to end 

 

10.  Okno Drain 

• Survey & design to 2017 standard 

 

11. Morweena Drain 

• Survey & design to 2017 standard 

 

12. Framnes Drain 

• Survey & design to 2017 standard 

 

Comments made by those visiting the Special Projects breakout station included: 

 

• Morweena, Okno drains done two years ago, but using old standards. 

• Progress Drain – Federal Dept. of Fisheries & Oceans should be involved when 

pumping is involved. 

• Put spawning shoals in to compensate when pumping is done. 

• Better lake level forecasting would help – re Hydro altering lake levels. 

• Chris & Ben Johnson drains need clean out. 

• Second point in point #2. :Washow Bay Drain” should apply to Bump Drain – i.e. 

“additional drain on west edge of Municipality” – move to Bump Drain and increase 

priority. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CONCLUSION 

 
General Comments made by attendees during the afternoon and at the conclusion of the 

Planning Session included: 

 

• Maurice Bouvier commented – 

o BASIC has shown leadership bringing different government levels together; 

o The BASIC model will help other regions; 

o The Farmers’ Levy is very important; 

o The main question is how can the most benefit be achieved through the 

Growing Forward 2 program and can it be continued beyond March 31, 2018. 

• The Vision and Mission should not be changed. 

• Good, productive afternoon – keep up the good work! 

 

 

 

January 6, 2017 


